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THE J CURVE PHENOMENON: 
AN EVIDENCE FROM PAKISTAN 
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Abstract. Some previous studies that tested J curve phenomenon and M-L 
condition for Pakistan used OLS, 2SLS, 3SLS and IV techniques. Their results 
may suffer from spurious regression problems as the models were estimated 
without incorporating cointegrating property of the variables. The major objective 
of this paper is to estimate a reduced form trade balance model to establish the 
empirical validity of the J curve phenomenon using relatively new cointegration 
technique, ARDL. The J curve hypothesis is tested for Pakistan using quarterly 
data over 1972-2002 period. The evidence of J curve is found and long-run effect 
of real depreciation of Pak Rupee appears to be not favourable. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Understanding the relationship between the terms of trade and trade balance 
is the key to a successful trade policy. It is not clear if trade barriers and 
protectionism based on infant industry arguments have achieved the desired 
changes in the trade balance. Much of the work centres on the twin concepts 
of Marshall-Lerner (M-L) condition and the J curve phenomenon. According 
to the absorption approach, devaluation, through its impact on terms of trade 
and domestic production, leads to a switch in spending from foreign to 
domestic goods, and hence an improvement in trade balance. Monetarists, in 
contrast, argue that devaluation reduces the real value of cash balances 
and/or changes the relative price of traded and non-traded goods, and thus 
improves the trade balance as well as the balance of payments. According to 
the M-L condition, the success of a real devaluation depends on whether the 
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sum of import and export demand elasticities exceed unity. Proponents of 
this approach argue that the M-L condition provides both the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an improvement in the trade balance. However, 
there have been circumstances under which this condition was satisfied yet 
the trade balance continued to deteriorate (Bahmani-Oskooee, 1985). The 
focus, thus, shifted to the short-run dynamics that traced the post-devaluation 
time-path of trade balance to the J curve phenomenon while exchange rates 
adjust instantaneously, there is lag in the time consumers and producers take 
to adjust to changes in relative prices (see, for example, Junz and Rhomberg, 
1973; Magee, 1973 and Meade, 1988). Thus, a short-run deterioration is 
consistent with a long-run improvement in the trade balance and seems like a 
necessary feature of devaluation. 

 There is a vast amount of literature on the relationship between the trade 
balance and exchange rate. Of primary interest here, however, is whether or 
not there is any improvement in the trade balance after the currency has been 
depreciated in the special case of Pakistan. There are two approaches for 
examining the effect of exchange rate movements on the trade balance: 
indirectly through the Marshall-Lerner condition, and directly through the J 
curve phenomenon. 

 Utilizing J curve phenomenon has two advantages over using Marshall-
Lerner condition directly. First, it provides an indirect test of the Marshall-
Lerner condition and second, it provides information about the length and 
depth of deterioration in the trade balance following devaluation. Existing 
empirical evidence with respect to the satisfaction of M-L condition and J 
curve phenomenon for Pakistan is mixed (see, for example, Khan and Hasan, 
1994; Khan and Aftab, 1995; Bahmani-Oskooee, 1998, Akhtar and Malik, 
2000). This paper is an attempt to investigate the long-run and short-run 
impact of exchange rate devaluation on Pakistan’s trade performance using 
aggregate data for Pakistan employing relatively new cointegration technique 
advanced by Pesaran and Shin (1995) and Pesaran et al. (1996), known as 
Autoregressive Distributive Lag (ARDL) approach. 

 The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section II the model specification 
is given. In Section III, ARDL approach is explained. Section IV reports the 
empirical results and, finally, Section V presents the conclusion and 
summary. The definition and sources of data are cited in the Appendix. 

II.  THE MODEL SPECIFICATION 
Following Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999), the following model in log 
linear form is adopted: 
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cointegrated. Furthermore, following Bahmani-Oskooee and Bohl (2000), 
the stability of short-run as well as long-run coefficients is investigated by 
applying CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests proposed by Brown et al. (1975) to 
the residuals of error correction model. The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ 
statistics are updated recursively and plotted against break points. For 
stability of all coefficients, the plot of these two statistics must stay within 
5% significance level (portrayed by two straight lines). Figure 1 clearly 
reveals that the stability of coefficient estimates is not supported because the 
plot of CUSUMSQ does not fall within the critical values. 

V.  CONCLUSION 
The major objective of this paper is to estimate a reduced form trade balance 
model to establish the empirical validity of the J curve phenomenon. The 
long-run impact of real depreciation of Pak Rupee on Pakistan’s trade 
balance using aggregate data is investigated. The evidence of J curve is 
found and the long-run effect of real depreciation of Pak Rupee appears to be 
not favourable. One major limitation of this paper is that it has used 
aggregate data in order to test the J curve phenomenon for Pakistan. The 
major problem that might come up is aggregation bias. Marquez (1990) 
suggested that the direction of trade is sensitive to changes in income and 
prices. Therefore, using disaggregated data is consistent with the literature 
and suitable to address questions involving multilateral trade. It is left on the 
interested readers to investigate the J curve phenomenon between Pakistan 
and its major trade partners by employing recent advances in dynamic 
modeling. 
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FIGURE  1 

CUSUM and CUSUMSQ Test Results 
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APPENDIX 

DATA DEFINITION AND SOURCES 

 


